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Teaching Your Dog to Stand

Teaching the ‘Stand’

The ‘stand’ behavior is a useful behavior for dog owners
in situations such as grooming, vet visits, nail trimming
and body inspections. The behavior can be easily
shaped from a ‘sit’ behavior. We start with the dog
sitting on the left-hand side. We will lure the dog for the
first time using a food lure in our right hand. As we lure
the dog, we will take one step forward encouraging her
to move with us. As her nose follows the food and our
step encourages her, the dog will raise her butt, thus
moving into a ‘stand’ position. From the ‘stand’ we can
teach her to maintain the behavior the same way we do
for a ‘sit’ or ‘down’ behavior.

Criteria 1 Owner stands still with the dog in a ‘sit’ position on the left-hand
side. Clicker in left hand and food lure in the right hand.

a) Owner bends down and places the food lure in front of the dog’s nose
b) As the dog shows an interest in the food lure the owner takes a slow

step forwards, moving the food slowly with them
c) As the dog follows the food and raises up and moves slowly forwards,

say (yes) or (click)

Criteria 2 Owner stands still with the dog in a ‘sit’ position on the left-hand
side. Clicker in left hand with a food reward.

d) Owner bends down using their hand in the same motion without food
e) As the dog shows interest in the hand, the owner takes a slow step

forward, moving the hand (hand cue) slowly with them
f) As the dog follows, the hand raises up and moves slowly forward. Say

(yes) or (click)
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Criteria 3 Owner stands still with the dog in a ‘sit’ position on the left-hand
side. Clicker in left hand with food reward.

g) Owner bends down and uses their hand to indicate the dog to move.
Hand is about 4 inches ahead of the nose

h) As the dog shows an interest in the hand, the owner takes a fast step
forwards moving the hand (hand cue) slowly with them

i) When the dog is completely standing, say (yes) or (click)

Criteria 4 Owner stands still with the dog in a ‘sit’ position on the left-hand
side. Clicker in left hand with food reward.

j) Owner bends down and uses their hand to indicate to the dog to move.
Hand is about 4 inches ahead of the nose.

k) As the dog shows an interest in the hand, the owner takes a fast step
forwards moving the hand (hand cue) slowly with them. Attach the
‘stand’ verbal cue as the dog gets up

l) When the dog is completely standing, say (yes) or (click).

Criteria 5 Owner stands still with the dog in a ‘sit’ position on the left-hand
side. Clicker in left hand with food reward.

m) Owner bends down and uses the hand to indicate the dog to move.
Hand is about 4 inches ahead and higher than the nose

n) As the dog shows an interest in the hand, the owner takes a fast step
forwards moving the hand (hand cue) slowly with them. Attach the
‘stand’ verbal cue as the dog gets up

o) When the dog is completely standing, say (yes) or (click).

The dog should now perform the behavior with either a hand signal or the
verbal cue. At this point you now have the choice of working on the duration
of the behavior (length of time), the distance for the behavior (how far away
you are) or to add distractions.


